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In addition to how-tos and build-up
use cases that you can adapt to your
business challenges, you will receive
new product reviews, updates, and
webinars.

LangChain
blog

Always sends essential updates,
release notes, or new video series on
YouTube.

LangChain
docs

It's not my favorite place to visit; it
feels quite disorganized, but it's an
essential resource for understanding

LangChain. If you are stuck, you can
chat with docs. Select Mixtral model
for that, it is best so far.

The most popular Gen AI news channel. It is more
casual and brings primarily No-Code GenAI
content. Matt curates futuretools.io - a collection of
almost all AI tools by categories that can
significantly boost your productivity. Here's a link to
Matt's YouTube channel.

The Neuron covers all significant events in AI and

time but want to stay updated, this resource is for
you. Link to the newsletter.

Agents. Check it out.

Matthew Berman successfully sold his tech startup,
where he was an owner and developer, and now
focuses 100% on content production. He posts
regularly and covers all major events in AI and
related tech fields. I respect him for his technical
approach and broad topic coverage. Here's a link
to his YouTube channel.

David Shapiro has experience working with LLMs
starting from GPT-2. How does his YT channel stand
out from others? He is offering an exciting series on
what the post-AGI world may look like. Check the
playlists "Singularity" and "Economics of AI." Here's
the link to the channel.

Awesome LLM is a curated collection of papers,
frameworks, tools, courses, tutorials, and resources
focused on large language models, particularly
ChatGPT. Here's the link to the repo.

Liam Ottley was my favorite AI YouTuber before he
focused his channel on AAA, an AI automation
agency. From time to time, he still posts one of the
best AI videos in terms of production and delivery.
Fast pace, on-point explanations, hot topics. Here is
a link to his channel.

If you haven't been using the Hugging Face
platform, you should start now. It is an outstanding
resource for accessing datasets, running open-
source LLM models, and experimenting with the
Transformers library. It also offers a comprehensive
blog. Check it out.

how to build LLM apps with

related fields in a concise style. If you are short on

One of my favorite AI YouTubers. He is always on
point, provides excellent explanations, and has
exciting cases. He recently added a few series on
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